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ABSTRACT 
It is well known that though the vanishing of the Wronskian W [ @] of a set { 0 } of 
functions on an interval Z is a necessary condition for it to be linearly dependent, it is 
not a sufficient one. Since Peano in 1889 expressed an interest in finding classes of 
functions for which W [a] = 0 is sufficient for dependence and offered one such 
example himself, others (M. B&her, D. R. Curtiss, W. Hurewicz, and G. H. Meisters) 
have provided related results. Here the author gives a final answer to the question by 
first generalizing Peano’s result using the order of a critical point, thereby obtaining a 
dense set of intervals of dependence. He then shows that W[@] = 0 together with a 
condition that the intersection of certain subspaces of E” is nontrivial is equivalent to 
the linear dependence of {a } on 1. The above results are used to establish the 
dynamical theorem that motion of a particle under the action of a central force field is 
planar so long as the particle is restricted from the origin. The author provides a 
counterexample for the case in which the particle passes through the origin. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In what follows all function values and constants shall be real, and 
@=($1(t),..., +,( t )) will denote a vector with component functions defined 
over a real interval Z (not necessarily finite) with at least n - 1 finite 
*The author wishes to thank Peter Lax for his suggestions concerning the presentation of 
this paper. 
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derivatives. W[@], equal to the determinant 
will stand for the Wronskian of @. 
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We will use the term sub-Wronskian of Cp to refer to the Wronskian of 
any vector with components taken from a subsequence of a. 
Suppose the C#J~ are linearly dependent on I, i.e. satisfy there 
C.@=&jC$j-6, (1) 
where c=(c,,..., c,,) is a constant nonzero vector. It is well known that (1) 
implies the Wronskian of @ vanishes on I, 
W[@] =6. (2) 
It was observed by Peano [I] that the converse is false: that (2) does not 
imply (I).’ 
The present work will rely on the following theorem of B&her’s 
[2, p. 1461 repeated: 
THEOREM 1. Let n > 1. Zfon I, Cp has n - 1 derivatives, and W[@] = 0, 
while some subwronskian of order n - 1 vanishes nowhere, then {a} is 
linearly dependent on I. 
Peano [I, p. 761 provided in the next theorem a class of sets of fmlctions 
for which W = 0 is sufficient for dependence. 
THEOREM 2. Let n > 1. Zf on I, 0 hw n - 1 derivatives, and W [ @] = 0, 
while at no point of Z do all the sub-Wronskians of order n - 1 vanish 
simultaneously, then { @} is linearly dependent on I. 
‘However [2, p. 1391, (2) 15 sufficient for dependence if + consists of analytic functions. See 
D. R. Curtiss [3], W. Hmewicz [4], and C. H. Meisters [5] for related results. 
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See [6, pp. 413-4151 for a proof; also Polya and Szego [7, p. 108, Problem 
601. B&her [2, p. 1461 used Theorem 1 to provide an independent proof of 
Theorem 2, showing Theorem 2’s hypothesis implies that of Theorem 1. The 
present paper extends this work to provide a complete description of the 
cases in which dependence will occur. 
An idea of the obstacles to establishing such a result can be seen from the 
following example: 
EXAMPLE 1. Let p E I divide I into open intervals I, on the left and I, 
on the right. Let x(x1(t),..., x,-i(t)) be a vector of C” functions that are 
linearly independent on I, and I, separately, and let c = (ci, . . . , c, _ 1) and 
d =(d,,..., d “_ 1) be two constant nonparallel vectors. Finally, let l(t) be a 
C” function having its only zero at p and that of infinite order, e.g. 
[(‘(t) = exp[ - l/(t - P)~]. Define 
x,tt) = 
Then the set {x}U{x,} is 1 inearly independent over 1, but its Wronskian 
vanishes identically. 
This example may be elaborated by partitioning Z into a countable set of 
subintervals and using a suitably constructed {. 
Theorem 5 tells us that nothing worse can happen. It establishes the 
following: If W [ip] 3 0 on the open interval I, then I is contained in the 
closure of the union of countably many intervals I, on each of which { Cp } is 
linearly dependent. 
These intervals and their density were treated in Meisters [5, p. 8501. 
They appear again in an elegant paper by Bareket and Dyn [8, p. 41 where 
they arise via a recursively defined factorization of W [@I. 
We characterize them, here termed “intervals of dependence,” by means 
of sub-Wronskians of Cp. The curvatures of a curve in E” can be expressed by 
the use of Wronskians (thus e.g. W [+‘i(s), +!-a( s), &(s)] = r, the torsion of 
C: xi = &(a), where s is the arc length of C). The intervals of dependence 
are maximal by construction. This approach gives our results geometric 
meaning. 
Theorem 6, the main result, then provides a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the resulting linear relations to be compatible and thereby for 
{a } to be linearly dependent. Consequently C will lie in a hyperplane in E” 
through the origin. 
The paper concludes with a careful statement and rigorous proof via 
Theorem 3 of the dynamical theorem that the path of a particle in a central 
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force field is planar. A counterexample is provided in the case the particle 
passes through the origin. 
Treatment of these questions in the multivariable case will appear in [9]. 
2. INTERVALS OF DEPENDENCE 
DEFINITION 1. A critical point of the set { @ } is a point at which 
W[@] =o. 
DEFINITION 2. The order of a critical point t of { @ } is the largest 
positive integer r such that some r x T sub-Wronskian of Cp is not zero at t. 
Should all sub-Wronskians vanish at t, the order is defined to be zero. 
We denote the order of a critical point t of { Cp } by ord( t ). 
EXAMPLE 2. Let n=3and{@}={l,t,2t}.Thenord(t)=2. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let n=3and{@}={t,t”,t3}.Thenord(0)=0. 
THEOREM 3. Let @ be defined on an open interval I, consisting only of 
critical poiiats of the same order r > 0. Then the space spanned by { @ } on I, 
is of dimension T. 
Proof. Take any point p in I,. Since its order is r, there is a subse- 
quence \k = (+i, . . . , +,) (renumbering if necessary) with (sub)-Wronskian 
W [ q] # 0 at p and so by continuity in an interval about p. We shall show 
that this interval can be all of I,. 
Let I’ be the largest open interval containing p in which W [ 91 f 0. If I’ 
were a proper subset of I,, one of its end points, b say, would belong to Z,. 
By maximality W [q](b) = 0. Since b is of order r, there would be another 
subset \Ir’ c Q of r functions with W [W](b) f 0. Let + be any function in 
\k’ but not in \k. Since the order equals T, the Wronskian of @ U { $} vanishes 
in I,‘. We now apply Theorem 1 to { 9) U { + j on I’ to conclude that 9 is a 
linear combination of { \k } in I’: 
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Differentiating r - 1 times yields the equations 
r-1 
c#w = c cjcp, k=O,l,..., r-l. (4) 
1 
The equations (4) hold in Z’ and, by continuity, at b. We substitute (4) in 
W[\k’](b). Each column of W[V](b) 1s a linear combination of those of 
W [ q]( b). By a basic property of determinants 
W[‘Y](b)=cW[\k](b)=O, 
a contradiction because W [ \k]( b) = 0 and W [ +‘I( b) # 0. 
This contradiction resulted from assuming I’ was a proper subset of I,. 
Therefore W [\k] + 0 on I,. Using Theorem 1 as before, we learn that each 
element of @ is a linear combination of \k on I. Linear independence follows 
from W [ \k]( p) z 0, so \k is a basis with r elements. n 
Since the basis can have no more than n - 1 functions, we have the 
following result. 
COROLLARY. The set (@} is linearly dependent on I,. 
Next it is shown that ord( t) is a lower semicontinuous function: 
THEOREM 4 [Local minimum property of ord(t)]. Zfp is a critical point 
of order r of { Cp }, then some interval ] containing p contains no critical point 
of order less than r. 
Proof. The theorem is trivial if r = 0. For r > 0, note the existence of an 
r-subset {JI} of {a} d an an interval Z about p in which W [‘k] # 0. If J 
contained a critical point p’ of order r’ -C r, all subWronskians of @ with r or 
more functions would vanish at p’, including W [*I. n 
Let C, stand for the set of all critical points of order r in I, and let int C, 
stand for its interior. 
THEOREM 5 (Density property). Zf I consists of critical points, then 
U:- ’ int C, is dense in I. 
Proof. Let p be any point of I, and let N be any neighborhood in Z 
containing p. Choose p’ to be a point of N having the largest order there. 
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By the local minimum property, one can find a neighborhood N’ in N 
containing p’ whose points are of order at least ord(p’). Thus p’ belongs to 
N’, a neighborhood of points of order exactly equal to ord(p’) which is 
arbitrarily close to p. 8 
It is well known that every open set of reals can be expressed uniquely 
except for order as a union of a countable collection of disjoint open intervals 
-its component intervals. 
DEFINITION 4. The intervals of dependence of S are the component 
intervalsofintC,(r=O,...,n-1). 
Theorem 3 assures us that the intervals of dependence are aptly named, 
and Theorem 5, that they are dense. 
3. COMPATIBILITY 
Because of the insight into the dependence structure afforded by Theo- 
rems 3 and 5, we can now proceed to obtain conditions equivalent to linear 
dependence. 
To do so we investigate under what conditions the linear dependence 
established over any I, can be extended to all of I. 
DEFINITION 5. A vector c = (c,,.. , cn) is called normal to Q(t) if 
zcj+j( t> = 0. 
These vectors form a vector space. 
DEFINITION 6. The normal space N, of an interval of dependence I, is 
the vector space of constant vectors normal to @ at each point of I,. 
Theorem 3 tells us that each N, is nontrivial. Our main result is an 
immediate consequence of the foregoing considerations. 
THEOREM 6. { +} is linearly dependent on I if and only if (a) W [+I = 0 
ad (b) n N, z 0. 
4. APPLICATION 
Theorem 3 has an interesting application to particle dynamics. Let 
r = (xi(t), x2(t), zs(t)) be the position vector of a particle in a central force 
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r’)= fr, (5) 
t the time, and f a scalar function. Since r satisfies (5), W [r] = 0 and we 
wish to determine the intervals of dependence. Following the usual treatment 
using the vector product x , form (r x r')' = r X r", which vanishes by (5). 
Thus r X r’ = c where c is a constant vector with components 
W[x,, x,1> - W[x,, XJ>W[ x,, x2]. If c # 0, all t are critical of order 2 and 
( r } is dependent by the Corollary to Theorem 3. If c = 0, a t value for 
which r( t ) f 0 is of order 1. For an interval of such values the space spanned 
by { r } is one-dimensional by Theorem 3 and the path lies on a ray. In either 
case { r } is linearly dependent. Noting that if { r } is linearly dependent, the 
motion is confined to a plane through the center, we have the following 
result: 
The motion of a particle in a central force field will lie in a plane through 
the center over any time interval during which the particle is not at the 
center. 
This result holds with no restrictions on f and requires only that the 
second derivative of r exist. 
In the event the particle passes through the origin, planarity cannot be 
inferred, as is seen by the following counterexample. 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the equation of motion 
,$24~:/~-30r:;“);z 
0, 
r Z 0, 
r = 0, 
(6) 
with r = (xl(t), x2(t), x3(t)). 
Define g(t)=(1-t2)3, G(t)=g(t) for Itl,<l, and G(t)=0 elsewhere. 
Then (6) can be seen to have the solution r = (G( t - l), G( t - 3) G( t - 5)). 
This motion starts at the origin, travels a unit distance, and returns to the 
origin along each axis in turn-a nonplanar path. This example is possible 
because uniqueness of the solution to the initial-value problem for (6) fails at 
r = 0. 
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